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HUMILITY



Vijay is a cheerful boy. He likes to play games. He likes to take part in drama and
dance. Sometimes concentrates very well in class.
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General Behaviour



Vijay is very naughty. He enjoys participating in activities
and likes to read. He does his homework on time. He needs
to improve his handwriting.
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Vijay’s reading skills have improved a lot. Now he can read
big words by breaking them. He loves to read animal
stories and Curious George is his favorite storybook. His
writing skill is very poor because of his spellings. He is
taking initiative to do his work regularly. He enjoys
grammar. He can understand grammar but forgets easily.
So we repeat again and again. Vijay’s comprehension is fine
but it is difficult for him to put them in words. He never
likes to talk in English and he cannot even express his
feelings in English. Vijay feels shy when he explains
something in English. While doing a role-play he always
tries to finish his dialogues fast and tells them without any
expression. He is showing interest in learning songs but
hesitates to do them with action. He also finds it difficult to
make his own story. Whenever he tells a story, they are
generally from the books. He has to develop his creative
writing
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Vijay is fine in Hindi but sometimes does not pay attention in the
class. He has learnt (verb, singular and Plural, gender, noun and
pronoun) in grammar. Vijay has not completed “Bhasha drishti”
textbook-3. When he works from the textbook, he pays attention
and when confused, he asks didi.When he learns any Hindi song, he
remembers all lines and stanzas.
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Vijay writes in a beautiful handwriting. He needs
more guidance while reading. He is good in dictation.
He has less concentration in the Odia class. He is
doing class 2 book in Odia.
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ODIA

He is doing 4th book of math. He takes interest to do
math but when he finds something difficult to
understand in his own way, he doesn’t put an effort to
understand the problem. Initially he wasn’t able to solve
word problems step by step in written form but after
practising a lot and with explanation, he got the proper
procedure for solving word problems in written form. It
was difficult for him to understand the chapter of
fraction, measurement word problems. Whenever we
spend time to revise a previous chapter, he does not take
interest, but he can do better if he puts more effort. He
can’t concentrate in group discussion and makes noise.
He did revision of fraction twice; still he didn’t get clarity
and forgets.
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Vijay likes the art class very much. He comes regularly and is
very punctual. He loves origami a lot. Sometimes he loses
interest very quickly or leaves it untidy. He enjoys thread work.
He takes time to follow the macramé patterns. In painting he
likes to give fine strokes. He likes free pencil drawing. He likes
craft more than art.
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ART & CRAFT

Vijay loved watching 4D show. He liked Matrubhawan
and Matrubihar because he enjoyed playing with
mosquitoes. He saw Bear, Lion and Snake in the
Nandankanan Zoo. He enjoyed watching the sea waves.
He liked the caves.

TRIP



When she is in the play field she is forceful. She frequently guides
others to do whatever is right. She enjoys all the games. She
performed skating and Vijay’s favourite game is football and he
enjoys tobe goalkeeper. When he plays defence and others can’t
score, he is overjoyed and tells his friends that because of his
efforts they couldn’t score. He is also good at basketball. He had
balanced and performed stilts and yoga very nicely on sports day.
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GAMES

Vijay likes to celebrate the festivals. Most of the time he
participates in the plays with the group and avoids
dancing. But sometimes he sings songs. During our
practice of the plays he makes mistakes and laughs at
himself. Sometimes gives a lot of directions to his
friends. Though he takes time to learn his dialogues, still
he remembers it by heart and performs well on the
stage. He has a good rhythmic sense in dance. But he
only likes to dance when he is offthe stage. On the
occasion of The Mother’s birthday he participated in the
drama “Hope for the flower”. He was the caterpillar.He
was the Pot Seller in the play ‘Gopal and Govind’.
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